DESIGN SCIENCE ASSOCIATION
APPLICATION FOR VOTING MEMBERSHIP
STATEMENT OF BELIEF

1. The Bible, in its entirety, is God’s inspired word. In its original autographs, it is fully accurate, not only concerning spiritual issues, but also in matters of history and science.

2. The universe and all that it contains, both living and non-living was designed by God and created out of nothing in six literal days as described in Genesis. Biological changes since creation have been confined within the created kinds.

3. The creation occurred several thousand years ago, not millions or billions.

4. The Noachian Flood, as described in Genesis, was an historic event, worldwide in extent.

5. Acceptance of the Lord Jesus Christ, who is God and Creator, is mankind’s only path to reconciliation with God.

I have read and subscribe to the Statement of Belief of Design Science Association and wish to become a voting member. Enclosed is my membership fee.

Signature: ______________________________________

(Yearly membership fee is $15.00 for individual and $5.00 for each additional family member. Voting members must be eighteen years of age or older.)

Name: ___________________________ Date: __________________

Address: ___________________________ E-mail: __________________

Phone: _______________________

Check if not on mailing list ☐ RENEWAL: ☐

Mail to: Design Science Association
PMB 218
465 NE 181st Av
Portland, OR 97230

---

“For we are God’s co-workers” 1 Corinthians 3:9

Dennis Marcellino
10 Conclusive Proofs that God Exists

After a 14-Year Search, November speaker Dennis Marcellino realized that truth and the optimum ways to live are found in the Bible. But could that be proven, especially to the sceptical mainstream? Having started out in engineering and then going into psychology, he therefore needed proof that Christianity wasn’t just another one of many unprovable, mythical belief systems.

Dennis will present 10 conclusive proofs to support the concept that God exists and the Bible is true. Based on many years of questioning and research, he has come to see and be able to prove that when science, logic, and experience are taken to their limits, they end with the realization of the reality of God and full accuracy of the Bible. Also supporting that conclusion are Dennis’ experiences of delving into 20 different approaches to lifestyle, personal growth, problem solving and truth (each one named and examined during the talk), before handing over the reins of his life to Jesus, which he did while attending Dr. John MacArthur’s church.

But he is now grateful for all that he had to go through before becoming a Christian because it gave him insight into other approaches, worldviews and motivations in the secular world. He says that the main passion and focus of his work is to get the message out that Christianity is objectively true, but this must start with having a strong confidence that God exists and that the Bible is accurate. This has led him to write a book titled Why Are We Here? (The Scientific Answer to This Age Old Question That You Don’t Need To Be a Scientist To Understand) and a workbook to go with it, that takes a person from basic logic and brings them to an understanding of the Engineer of this existence.

Dennis has had a very successful career in the music business as a member of some very famous bands, which he’ll name. His popularity in the music business opens doors for speaking opportunities and secular media appearances—motivating him to come up with short, clear, ways to present Christianity. He maintains that we can move from merely defending the faith to being convincing and challenging, causing people to question the truthfulness of popular secular, anti-Biblical concepts.

Website: www.ChristianProofs.com

This month’s DSA meeting will be held on Saturday, November 17, 2007, from 9 to 11:30 am. Join us as Dennis submits his 10 conclusive proofs!
Advance Notice—Save these dates!

**DSA Overnight Raft Trip**

July 8, 9, 2008

A new field trip is planned for next summer, featuring an overnight stay in the rugged Deschutes River country! Fully provisioned by Discovery Outfitters, this extended version of our usual raft outing will cover much more of the river, with an educational focus on its wildlife, geology and history.

Cost will be $145 per person (that’s right—a bargain).

More details and registration info available soon

---

**Elections Coming**

Elections for Design Science Association will be held in January 2008. DSA members can consider now if they would like to run for board member or officer positions.

If interested, call Keith Swenson at (503) 665-9563

---

**Science, Scripture & Salvation**

The DSA-sponsored “Science, Scripture and Salvation” radio broadcast is now heard each Sunday at 12:30 PM. This 15-minute program is found on KPDQ 93.9 FM.

**November Programs:**

**Nov. 4: Biodegradable Plant Material**

The warm glow of brightly colored autumn leaves can be a refreshing and rejuvenating sight. But, once these forest gems hit the ground, they’re recycled back into the plant-life system. What kind of process do they go through? Drop in on this informative program!

**Nov. 11: A Day at the Museum**

The ICR Museum of Earth History is a fascinating place where both young and old alike learn about the wonders of creation. Besides enjoying the displays, people often ask some very intriguing questions about creation. What are they? Listen in to find out!

**Nov. 18: Creation and the Pilgrims**

Thanksgiving is a great time to reflect on God’s goodness towards us. We can also be thankful for our homeland and the freedom we enjoy. But, did you know that America’s beginning was founded upon a creationist worldview? To learn more, tune in!

**Nov. 25: The Book That Deceived the World**

Words can be a powerful and persuasive tool for good or evil. In 1859 a book that challenged the truthfulness of God’s Word and denied Him as Creator was published and became widely received. What was this book that deceived the world? Discover the answer this week!

---

**Additional Notice**

Overnight Raft Trip

July 8, 9, 2008

More Wildlife!
More Geology!
More History!
More Rapids!

- **More Wildlife!**
- **More Geology!**
- **More History!**
- **More Rapids!**

---

**Used by permission of Answers in Genesis**
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**DSA Creation books & DVDs**

We have a generous selection of creation books and movies, at the DSA Booktable! Remember to “shop here first” for those upcoming Christmas presents!

Materials for all levels of interest, for sale at pre-priced discounts!